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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention is directed to implantable devices and 
systems for the differential monitoring the condition of the 
tissue or fluid emitted from the site in proximity to the 
implants. The invention may also include modifications of the 
implantable device to stabilize or immobilize the device in the 
proximity of the tissue to be monitored 
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IMPLANTABLE DEVICE WITH SENSORS 
FOR DIFFERENTIAL MONITORING OF 

INTERNAL CONDITION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/789,492, filed Feb. 26, 2004, entitled 
“Implantable Device with Sensors for Differential Monitor 
ing of Internal Condition, the content of which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference in its entirety. U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 10/789,492 claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application 60/449,963, filed Feb. 26, 2003, and U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/776,022, filed Feb. 9, 2004, 
“Surgical Drain with Sensors for Differential Monitoring of 
Internal Condition, which issued as U.S. Pat. No. 7,244,251 
on Jul. 17, 2007. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/776,022 
claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Applications 
60/445,714, filed Feb. 7, 2003, and 60/453,009, filed Mar. 6, 
2003. The entire contents of all of the above-referenced patent 
and patent applications is incorporated by reference in their 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 1. Field 
0003. The present invention is directed to devices and 
methods of using devices to monitor internal tissue condition, 
and more particularly to an implantable device or system 
having at least two sensors for differential monitoring the 
condition of a tissue or fluid proximate to the sensors. 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 
0005. It is desirable for a physician to know the condition 
of organs, or more generally tissues within the patient's body 
particularly after trauma or Surgical manipulation. Since Such 
tissues may reside under the skin or within a body cavity, a 
physician must invasively inspect the tissue (such as by Sur 
gery, including laparoscopy), or use indirect measures to 
assess a tissue's condition (such as radiology, blood testing 
and patient accounts of sensations of illness or pain). How 
ever, these methods can be disadvantageous. An invasive 
examination may cause discomfort and risk of infection to the 
patient, and the information obtained either through direct 
inspection or indirectly via blood or radiological analysis, 
may be relevant only to the time at which the procedure is 
performed, and examination may render only indirect infor 
mation about the physiological condition of the tissue. 
0006 Monitoring of tissue function can be important after 
Surgeries such as organ transplantation, resection, cryoSur 
gery and alcohol injection. Surgical complications, including 
tissue rejection, infection, non-specific inflammation, and 
vascular complications should be monitored. For example, 
vascular complications, may disrupt adequate oxygen circu 
lation to the tissue, which is critical to organ function and 
Survival. Following liver Surgery, for example, a physician 
may draw patient blood to determine the condition of the 
organ by measuring liver enzymes (such as transaminases) 
and clotting factors (such as prothrombin). Unfortunately, 
these blood tests reflect liver condition only at the time the 
blood sample is drawn, and changes in these laboratory values 
can often be detected only after significant organ damage has 
already occurred, permitting a limited opportunity for inter 
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vention by the physician to improve the condition of the organ 
or find a replacement organ in case of transplantation for the 
patient. 
0007 Early access to information regarding complica 
tions would allow early intervention and avoid the need for 
more invasive procedures such as biopsy, angiogram, neph 
rogram, etc. and further associated complications. Both early 
diagnosis of complications and early intervention may 
improve the chances of therapeutic intervention prior to irre 
versible damage, tissue Survival and decrease the risk of mor 
tality and morbidity in patients, and may also play an impor 
tant role in reducing the organ shortage and the extra cost and 
risk of retransplantation. 
0008. By further example, intra-abdominal pressure fol 
lowing major Surgery or trauma (Such as a car accident, gun 
shot wounds, combat, or earthquake injuries) may rise to 
extremely high levels due to tissue edema secondary to the 
injury, especially following multiple blood transfusions, 
severe shock or inflammatory responses. 
0009. An increase in pressure may lead to severe organ 
dysfunction, such as kidney failure and acute respiratory fail 
ure due to lung compression through the diaphragm. The 
increased pressure in the abdomen may also lead to a decrease 
in the venous returns to the heart, therefore, affecting the 
cardiac output and the perfusion to all organs/tissues leading 
to a decrease in oxygen delivery. 
00.10 Early detection of critical intra-abdominal pressure 
may be corrected by several interventions, including sedating 
the patient or opening of the abdomen. Prompt restoration of 
proper intra-abdominal pressure can reverse the conse 
quences described above. However, once a critical point is 
reached, organs may suddenly fail, which may be irreversible 
in certain conditions and lead to rapid deterioration of mul 
tiple organs and potentially death. 
0011. One method of monitoring intra-abdominal pres 
Sure following major Surgery or trauma relies on indirect 
measurement of intra-organ pressure such as the bladder or 
the stomach pressure. These methods require direct operator 
intervention and are done only intermittently at a specific 
timing, such as every 1 to 4 hours, or if the patient shows signs 
of deterioration. 
0012 Current methods of measuring abdominal pressure 
may carry significant errors due to direct personal interven 
tion, lack of reproducibility and challenges related to the 
injury itself. For example, a large hematoma or pelvic fracture 
may affect the bladder pressure directly without relation to 
the overall intra-abdominal pressure. 
0013. As discussed above, current methods of internal 
tissue monitoring have significant disadvantages. Therefore, 
it is desirable to have a device and methods to aid physicians 
in predicting problems and complications associated with 
internal trauma or Surgery. It is desirable to have a device 
which is positionable and removable with relatively minimal 
effort, minimally invasive and causes minimal discomfort for 
the patient, provides continuous current information about 
tissue or organ condition, provides direct information about 
tissue or organ condition, and/or provides feedback on the 
effects of interventions, such as medications or other proce 
dures to improve tissue or organ condition. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

0014. In one embodiment of the invention, a device may 
be used for intraoperative and/or postoperative monitoring of 
the condition of a tissue. 
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0015. In one embodiment of the invention, a device having 
at least two sensors may be used to provide continuous dif 
ferential measurements relating to the physiological condi 
tion of a tissue or fluids proximate to a tissue. 
0016. In one embodiment, an implantable device may be 
configured for ease of application by a physician, as well as 
ease of removal when monitoring is no longer required. 
0017. These, as well as other objects, features and benefits 
will now become clear from a review of the following detailed 
description of illustrative embodiments and the accompany 
ing drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0018 FIGS. 1A-C are schematic diagrams depicting a 
side view of one embodiment of an implantable device 1 for 
differential monitoring of tissue conditions: FIG. 1D is a 
schematic diagram depicting an end view of one embodiment 
of an implantable device. 
0019 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram depicting one 
embodiment of a system showing side views of a plurality of 
implantable devices for differential monitoring of tissue con 
dition. 
0020 FIG. 3 is one embodiment of a system for differen 

tial tissue monitoring including an implanted device includ 
ing one or a plurality of sensors in wireless communication 
with an external monitoring system. 
0021 FIGS. 4A-D depict a side view (A), end view (B), 
plan view (C) and bottom view (D) of one embodiment of a 
housing used for the implantable device of the present inven 
tion; FIG. 4E is a schematic depicting a plan view of one 
embodiment of an implantable device. 
0022 FIGS.5A-C are schematic diagrams depicting vari 
ous views of embodiments of an implantable device: FIG.5D 
depicts a cross-sectional view of one embodiment of an 
implantable device including at least one sensor positioned 
within a housing. 
0023 FIG. 6A is a cross-sectional view of one embodi 
ment of a housing, which may be attached by an anchor 
extending through a portion of the tissue: FIGS. 6B and 6C 
are schematic diagrams depicting cross-sectional views of 
embodiments of an implantable device: FIG. 6D is a cross 
sectional view of one embodiment of the invention, whereby 
a fiber distal end may be polished at an angle to its axis. 
0024 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of one embodiment of an 
implantable device including an antenna. 
0025 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a 
monitoring system for use in the invention. 
0026 FIG. 9 is an example of a reflectance spectrum of 
white light from the surface of a deoxygenated liver. 
0027 FIGS. 10A-E are graphic representations of various 
modes of one embodiment of a display. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS 

0028 FIG. 1A is a schematic diagram depicting a side 
view of one embodiment of an implantable device 1 for moni 
toring tissue condition. As shown in FIG. 1A, the device 1 
may include a housing 10 for implantation within the body 
proximate to a tissue 100 to be monitored having at least two 
sensors 12/14. The housing 10 may include a first and second 
surface on the housing outer side 16. The first sensor 12 may 
be configured to sense a physiological property of tissue 100 
proximate to the first Surface; and the second sensor 14 may 
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be configured to sense the same physiological property of 
tissue proximate to the second surface 100. The device 1 may 
further include a processing system 24 in communication 
with the first and second sensors configured to compare a 
difference between the physiological property sensed by the 
first and second sensors 12/14. 
0029. The first and second sensors 12/14 may be posi 
tioned at first and second Surface which are spaced from one 
another at a selected distance along the housing length 28. 
The first and second sensors 12/14 may be positioned at a first 
and second Surface, which are on the same face of the housing 
10, such that the first and second sensors 12/14 are proximate 
to different portions of the same tissue 100, or are proximate 
to different tissues 100/102 (as shown in FIG. 1B). 
0030 FIG. 1C is a schematic diagram depicting a side 
view of one embodiment of an implantable device 1 for moni 
toring tissue condition. As shown in FIG. 1C, the device 1 
may include a housing 10 for implantation within the body 
proximate to a tissue 100 to be monitored having at least two 
sensors 12/14. The housing 10 may include a first and second 
surface on the housing outer side 16. The first sensor 12 may 
be configured to sense a physiological property of tissue 100 
proximate to the first Surface; and the second sensor 14 may 
be configured to sense the same physiological property of a 
different tissue 102 proximate to the second surface. The first 
sensor 12 may be positioned on a first surface which is sub 
stantially opposite to a second Surface on which the second 
sensor 14 may be positioned, such as shown in FIG. 1C. 
0031 FIG. 1D is a schematic diagram depicting an end 
view of one embodiment of an implantable device 1. In one 
embodiment of the invention, the implantable device 1 may 
include at least one pair of sensors 12/14 positioned approxi 
mately on opposite sides of the housing 10. Each sensor 12/14 
may be proximate to a transmitting element 46, for providing 
energy to the tissue 100/102 being evaluated. 
0032. In use, the implantable device 1, may include at least 
two sensors 12/14 placed on about opposite sides or proxi 
mate to sides of the housing 10 Such that the sensor pairs 
12/14 may be used to acquire differential measurements 
between different organs/tissues positioned in the proximity 
of sensors pair 12/14. For example, as shown FIGS. 1C & 1D 
an implantable device 1 may be positioned, such that the 
housing lower Surface 38 is proximate to an organ to be 
monitored 100, and the housing upper surface 36 is proximate 
to an adjacent tissue 102. Therefore, sensor pairs 12/14 may 
be positioned to measure a parameter differentially between 
the monitored tissue 100 and the adjacent tissue 102. These 
differential measurements may improve the accuracy of the 
measurements/diagnosis, such as in monitoring for compli 
cations in hepatic perfusion. For example, a lower than nor 
mal oxygenation of the liver may not be indicative of prob 
lems in the hepatic perfusion because the oxygenation of the 
whole body may be lower than normal due to respiratory 
and/or circulatory problems. However, if the oxygenation 
levels of the liver are lower than normal while the adjacent 
tissues are at normal oxygenation levels, then this is a real 
indication of reduced hepatic perfusion. 
0033 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram depicting one 
embodiment of a system including a plurality of implantable 
devices 1 for differential monitoring of tissue condition. As 
shown in FIG. 2, the system may include a first device 18 
including a first housing 10 for implantation having at least 
one sensor 12 configured to sense a physiological property of 
tissue 100 proximate to the first device 18. The system may 
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further include a second device 20 including a second housing 
10 for implantation having at least one sensor 14 configured 
to sense the same physiological property of a different portion 
of the tissue 100, or a different tissue 102 proximate to the 
second device 20. 

0034. The system may further include a processing system 
24 in communication with the first and second sensing system 
configured to compare a difference between the physiological 
property sensed by the first and second sensing systems. 
0035. As shown in FIG. 3, the implanted device 1 may 
include one or a plurality of sensors 12/14 in communication 
with a monitoring system 22 in a wireless manner, described 
below. The monitoring system 22 may receive, process, dis 
play and/or record the information from the sensing systems. 
The monitoring system 22 may include a processing system 
24, and may include a display 26 configured to depict infor 
mation obtained from the implantable device 1. 
0036 FIGS. 4A-D depict a side view (A), end view (B), 
plan view (C) and bottom view (D) of one embodiment of a 
housing 10 which may be used for the implantable device 1 of 
the present invention. As shown, the housing 10 may have a 
housing length 28, extending from the housing first end 30 to 
the housing second end 32. The housing 10 may have a 
housing height 34 extending from the housing upper Surface 
36 to lower surface 38. The housing 10 may have a housing 
width 38 extending between the right and left sides 40/42. In 
one embodiment, the maximum dimensions are about less 
than 12 mm. The housing 10 may be in the form of any shape 
including, but not limited to circular, ovular, square, triangu 
lar shape. The shape and size of the housing 10 may be 
selected so it may be inserted and/or removed with minimal 
invasiveness, such as by laparoscopic Surgery or specialized 
injectors if desired. 
0037. The housing 10 may be made of any biocompatible 
material suitable for implantation within the body. The mate 
rial may be selected so as to be minimally allergenic, for 
example. By way of example, the housing 10 may be of a 
biocompatible ceramics, metals and/or glass, and may be 
entirely or partially transparent. This may be advantageous in 
that transmitting and receiving elements 46/12 may be posi 
tioned within the housing 10. 
0038. In some embodiments, it may be desirable to stabi 
lize the position of the implantable device 1 relative to the 
tissue 100/102, such that the sensors 12/14 have improved 
contact and/or increase the likelihood that measurements 
taken over time will be of the same or similar portion of the 
tissue 100/102. Therefore, in some embodiments, the housing 
10 may be modified. 
0039. As shown in FIGS. 4A-D, in one embodiment, the 
housing 10 may include at least one anchor 44 configured for 
insertion into a tissue 100 to stabilize the position of the 
housing 10 within the body. The anchor 44 may be integral to 
the implantable device 1 or may be fabricated separately from 
the implanted device 1 and connected thereto. The anchor 44 
may be in the form of a biologically compatible needle, which 
may include a beveled distal end for insertion into a tissue 
1OO. 

0040 FIG. 4E is a schematic depicting a plan view of an 
implantable device 1. In one embodiment, the anchor 44 may 
be in the form of a tie-loop 44 extending from the housing 10. 
Such as at the lower Surface 38. In use, a Surgeon may utilize 
the loop as a suture point to attach the implantable device 1 to 
a tissue 100, such as with a resorbable suture or staple. 
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0041 Anchors 44 may be advantageous at least in prevent 
ing the housing 10 from moving relative to the organ 100 
during use. The form of the anchor 44 may be selected to 
minimize damage to the tissue to which the implantable 
device 1 is attached. Further, the anchor 44 may be selected to 
maximize the stability of the contact between the housing 10 
and the target organ 100, yet minimize the effort and damage 
caused during device 1 removal. 
0042. The implantable device 1 may include a sensing 
system configured to sense a physiological property of a 
tissue 100/102 proximate to the device 1. The implantable 
device 1 may include electrical transmitters 46 and/or sensors 
12, and/or fiberoptic transmitters 46 and/or sensors 12. In 
Some embodiments, the sensing system may include sensors 
12 which are positioned proximate to the device 1 and tissue 
100. In some embodiments, transmitting elements 46 and 
receiving elements 12 may be configured to deliver energy 
and receive energy, for transmission to another portion of the 
sensing system to sense a physiological property of a tissue 
100. The energy may include, but is not limited to, light, heat 
and ultrasound. It is to be understood that sensor 12 may refer 
to either a sensor, Such as an electrical sensor, or a receiving 
element such as a fiberoptic proximate to the housing 10. The 
sensors 12 may be positioned proximate to a tissue 100 for 
which monitoring is desired, and the sensors 12 may be 
configured to receive and/or detect parameters regarding the 
condition of the tissue 100 or fluid proximate to the tissue 
100. The sensor 12 may be situated such that at least a portion 
of the sensor 12 is in contact with the monitored tissue 100 or 
in proximity to the tissue 100, or in contact with interstitial 
fluids therefrom so as to probe the condition of the adjacent 
tissue 100. 
0043. The implantable devices 1 may be configured to 
sense at least one or more physiological properties of a tissue 
or the Surrounding fluids including, but not limited to: tem 
perature, oxygenation, perfusion, color, pH, respiratory coen 
Zyme NADH prothrombin levels, biochemical composition 
(such as hemoglobin content, exogenous drug concentrations 
(including chemotherapeutic agents), and mechanical prop 
erties (such as turgidity, Stiffness, echogenicity and average 
separation between scatters). 
0044) The receiving elements 12 may be disposed at any 
configuration about the transmitting element 46. The receiv 
ing elements 12 may be disposed at a circular configuration 
about the perimeter of the transmitting element 46, as shown 
in FIG.4D. The transmitting element 46 may be, for example, 
a light emitting diode (LED) and the receiving elements 12 
may be photodetectors with various optical filters to measure 
radiation in preselected wavelength bands. Alternatively, a 
single receiving element 12 may be surrounded by multiple 
transmitting elements 46. The receiving element 46 may be 
for example a wideband photodetector and the transmitting 
elements may be light emitting diode (LED) with various 
emission wavelengths. 
0045 FIGS.5A-D are schematic diagrams depicting vari 
ous views of embodiments of the implantable device 1. FIG. 
5A depicts a side view of one embodiment of a housing 10 
including at least one sensor 12 proximate to the housing 
lower surface 38. The housing 10 may further include at least 
one transmitting element 46 configured to deliver energy to 
the tissue 100, including the tissue surface. 
0046. In one embodiment, as shown in FIG.5A, the trans 
mitting element 46 may radiate energy. Such as light (includ 
ing white light) to the monitored tissue 100, in the proximity 
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of the at least one sensor 12. In one embodiment, as shown in 
FIG. 5B, the transmitting element 46 may radiate energy, 
such as ultrasound to the monitored tissue 100, in the prox 
imity of the at least one sensor 12. For example, transmitting 
elements 46 may be a miniature ultrasonic transducer (Such as 
about 1 mm diameter) emitting high frequencies (such as 
about 20 MHz), and may be operated in the A-mode (ampli 
tude mode) to measure the mechanical and structural proper 
ties of the adjacent tissue 102. 
0047 FIG.5C depicts a bottom view of one embodiment 
ofan implantable device 1 including a housing 10, and at least 
two sensors 12a/b, Spaced at a distance from a transmitting 
element 46 on the housing lower surface 38. In one embodi 
ment, the configuration may be used Such that at least one 
transmitting element 46 transmits energy and the sensors 
12a/breceive derivative energy to detect different physiologi 
cal parameters of the same tissue 100. Such as perfusion, 
oxygenation and temperature. The configuration may be used 
to measure the same parameter, and may permit the measure 
ment of energy attenuation over distance between the trans 
mitter 46 and the sensors 12a/b which are spaced at a distance 
from the transmitting element 46 and one another. 
0048 FIG. 5D depicts a cross-sectional view of one 
embodiment of an implantable device 1 including at least one 
sensor 12 and one transmitter 46 that is positioned further 
apart from the sensor 12 within the housing 10. This configu 
ration may allow the sensor 12 to detect energy that has 
traveled through a deeper depth into the tissue 100. This may 
be a particularly useful arrangement when using high output 
(e.g., luminance) transmitters for deeper range detection. 
0049. By way of example, as shown in FIG. 5 a sensor 12 
in proximity to a transmitting element 46 may be used to 
collect derived energy, including the reflectance or diffuse 
reflectance from, or transmitted energy through the tissue 100 
monitored, or through fluid in proximity to the tissue moni 
tored. 
0050. In one embodiment, tissue may be placed between a 
sensor 12 and transmitting element 46 to detect physiological 
properties by transmission. In one embodiment, as shown in 
FIG. 6A, the housing 10, may be attached by an anchor 44 
extending through a portion of the tissue 100. In one embodi 
ment, measurements can be made between a sensor 12 
mounted on approximately the opposite side of the tissue 100 
as a transmitting element 46 passing energy through a tissue 
thickness 56. 
0051 FIG. 6B is a schematic diagram depicting a cross 
sectional view of one embodiment of an implantable device 1, 
which may include a sensor 12 embedded in the housing 
lower surface 38 and a transmitting element 46 to be inserted 
into the tissue 100. The sensor 12 and transmitting element 46 
may be fiberoptic or electrical, and the distalends of each may 
be oriented Such that energy emitted from the transmitting 
element 46 may be substantially received by the sensor 12. 
For example, as shown in FIG. 6B the sensor distal end 12 
may terminate at a perpendicular to the housing lower Surface 
38 and the transmitting element distal end 46 may be angled 
such that the sensor 12 receives energy emitted from the 
transmitting element 46 distal end. In one embodiment, the 
distal end of the sensor 12 and the transmitting element 46 
may be coaxially aligned. 
0052. In one embodiment, the implantable device 1 may 
include a transmitting element 46 embedded in the housing 
10, and a sensor 12 to be inserted into the organ 100. In one 
embodiment, a casing 52 with a casing lumen 54 may be 
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opposed to or encompass the transmitting element 46 and/or 
sensor 12 that is being inserted into the organ 100 to provide 
structural support. The casing 52 may be a hollow needle 
made of a biologically compatible material. The casing 52 
may advantageously serve as an anchor 44 to attach and/or 
immobilize the implantable device 1 relative to an organ 100. 
0053 FIG. 6C is a schematic diagram depicting a cross 
sectional view of one embodiment of the invention, which 
may include optical transmission sensors composed of two 
needle shaped fiberoptics 12/46 for insertion into a monitored 
tissue 100. For example, as shown in FIG. 6C, the transmit 
ting element distal end 46 and sensor distal end 12 may be 
angled such that the sensor 12 receives radiation emitted from 
the transmitting element 46. In one embodiment, the trans 
mitting element 46 and sensor 12 may each be opposed to or 
encompassed by a casing 52 to provide structural Support. 
0054 As shown in FIG. 6D, in one embodiment, to enable 
a fiber to irradiate energy at about 90 degrees, the fiber distal 
end 12 may be polished at about a 42-degree angle (C) to its 
axis. Further, a glass ferrule cap 58 may be placed over the 
polished end. In use, the light may be reflected on the polished 
end, and be emitted at about 90 degrees to the fiberaxis 59. In 
one embodiment, a fiber collecting or receiving energy may 
be prepared using a similar process. 
0055. In these configurations, for example, light emitted 
from a transmitting element 46 may be transmitted through a 
tissue thickness 56 to a sensor 12. Using standard transmis 
Sion, reflection and/or fluorescence spectroscopy techniques, 
the transmitted light may be used to collect data related to 
physiological information. 
0056. Any type of sensors 12 (such as oxygenation, per 
fusion, pH, temperature, color) may be used in a differential 
mode measurement, such as described above. The sensor 
12/14 type used may be selected so as to maximize the detec 
tion of the desired physiological parameter, maximize bio 
logical compatibility with the patient's tissues or other com 
ponents of the device 1, and to minimize any risk of leak 
electrical currents or the like. 
0057 The system may acquire simultaneous differential 
measurements from along the housing length 28 or between 
the different tissues 100/102 between which the device 1 is 
positioned. Measurement of a given parameter simulta 
neously from adjacent normal organs/tissues 102 (e.g., 
abdominal wall) and from the organ/tissue of interest 100 
(e.g., the liver) can provide a control or reference value. This 
control or reference value can be used as a comparison factor 
to improve the accuracy of the parameter measured from the 
organ/tissue of interest 100. 
0058. In one embodiment, the oxygenation of an organ 
may be determined by measuring the oxygenation of the 
hemoglobin within a tissue. The spectral characteristics of 
hemoglobin are dependent on its state of oxygenation. The 
oxygenation of the organ 100 may be determined by measur 
ing the spectral characteristics of hemoglobin using a similar 
sensor 12, as described above. Oxygenation levels between 
tissues 100/102 may then be compared. 
0059. In one embodiment, the device 1 may be configured 
to detect the color of an organ 100. The implantable device 1 
may use a single fiber, or may include at least one transmitting 
element 46 and at least one sensor 12. The transmitting ele 
ment 46 may be a fiberoptic having a distal end configured to 
deliver light from a light source to the organ 100. The light 
may be reflected from, diffusely reflected from or transmitted 
through at least a portion of the organ 100 in the proximity of 
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the transmitting element distal end 46. The sensor 12 may be 
a fiberoptic 44 having a distal end configured to collect light 
having a spectral pattern reflected, diffusely reflected or 
transmitted through the organ 100, and transmit the spectral 
pattern to a photodetector or processing system 24. The color 
may be extracted from a wavelength spectrum using common 
wavelength to RGB conversion techniques. 
0060. The monitoring system 22 may include a processing 
system 24 for converting the spectral pattern information to a 
color, which may be presented to a physician on a display 26. 
The processing system 24 may also convert the spectral pat 
tern information to a color index number, which may be 
presented to a physician on a display 26. The system may also 
include data of colors detected from adjacent tissue 102 for 
comparison, normal colors and color indexes for automatic or 
manual comparison so that a tissue abnormality may be 
noted. 

0061. Determining the physiological conditions, such as 
color and/or color index of the tissue, may be advantageous at 
least in that the physician may determine from the color of the 
tissue the general health of the tissue, including whether the 
tissue is adequately oxygenated and/or diseased (e.g., jaun 
diced). Further, the monitoring function is advantageous in 
that it may be continuous or at intervals selected. Further, the 
monitoring function is advantageous in that is may be mini 
mally invasive and does not require opening the patient to 
assess the tissue condition. 

0062. In one embodiment, diffuse reflection may be used 
to determine the oxygenation level of at least a portion of an 
organ 100. This method may be advantageous at least in that 
information about the internal portion of the organ 100 may 
be obtained, without penetrating the surface of the tissue with 
a sensor 12 or a transmitting element 46. 
0063. In one embodiment, the device 1 or system may be 
configured to detect the temperature of the monitored organ 
100. In one embodiment, the device 1 may include a fiberop 
tic temperature sensor 12. For example, a fiberoptic thermom 
eter may be used. The fiberoptic may transmit an excitation 
light pulse to the fiber distal end in proximity to a tissue 100, 
causing it to fluoresce. The fiber distal end may include a 
nonconductive phosphor tip. The fluorescent signal may be 
transmitted back to a photodetector by the same fiber. The 
fluorescent decay time may be measured by a multipoint 
digital integration decay curve, used to correlate the decay 
curve with a temperature value. The same process may occur 
relative to an adjacent tissue 102 at approximately a similar 
time. 

0064. The temperature sensor 12 may transmit the light for 
information processing. A processing system 24 may convert 
the phosphorescence decay-time to a temperature value, 
which may be presented to a physician on a display 26. The 
system may also include data of temperatures detected at 
adjacent tissue 102 for determination of differences, and nor 
mal temperatures for automatic or manual comparison so that 
an abnormality may be noted. Determining the temperature of 
the organ 100 is advantageous at least in that the physician can 
determine from the temperature the general health of the 
tissue including whether the tissue is being properly perfused 
after transplant as improperly perfused tissues may decrease 
in temperature, for example. A temperature sensor 12 may be 
of any type other than fiberoptic including thermistors, ther 
mocouples and resistance temperature detectors (RTD’s), for 
example. 
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0065. In one embodiment, the device 1 or system may be 
configured to detect the respiratory coenzyme NADH levels 
from the monitored organ 100 and adjacent tissue 102. Fluo 
rescence spectroscopy may be used to measure the fluores 
cence of NADH which has a peak emission at 470-nm and to 
detect its concentration in the tissue 100, and adjacent tissue 
102 for comparison. 
0066. In one embodiment, the device 1 or system may be 
configured to detect concentrations of exogenous drugs 
within the tissue 100 or fluid. For example, drugs (such as 
chemotherapeutic agents) may auto-fluoresce or may be 
coupled with a fluorescing tag having a selected peak emis 
Sion, which may be detected by fluorescence spectroscopic 
methods. 
0067 By way of example, pH sensors 12 may be used to 
detect changes in ion concentration in fluids Surrounding 
tissues 100/102 or within a drain lumen 32. For examples of 
pH sensors 12 that may be useful in this invention, see U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,916,171 to Mayviski, herein incorporated by ref 
CCC. 

0068. In one embodiment, a pressure sensing system may 
be used to detect the pressure within a body cavity, such as the 
abdominal cavity. For example, a fiberoptic pressure sensor 
12 may be used, and may include a pressure sensing element 
Such as an optical interferometer at a distal tip of a fiber, and 
interferometric integration may be used to sense and monitor 
pressure over time at tissues 100/102. For examples of inte 
gration methods, see U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,392,117 and 5,202,949, 
herein incorporated by reference. 
0069. In one embodiment of the invention, the implantable 
device 1 may include a power source. Such as a rechargeable 
battery. In one embodiment of the invention, the implantable 
device 1 may be in wireless electromagnetic and/or ultrasonic 
coupling with an external device which may provide power 
and/or control signals. 
0070 For example, as shown in FIG. 3, the implantable 
device 1 may communicate via telemetry with an external 
device including an external antenna 64. The external antenna 
64 may be of the coil type and may be placed in proximity to 
the patient at a location near the implantable device 1. The 
external antenna 64 may be used to induce power to the 
implantable device 1, for example by transmitting an electro 
magnetic signal to the device 1. As shown in FIG. 7, the 
device 1 may include an internal antenna 66 to receive the 
electromagnetic signal and convert it to current, and may 
further include components for rectifying current to DC cur 
rent for storage in the rechargeable battery or use by the 
device 1. 

0071. The external antenna 64 may also be used to trans 
mit control signals to the implanted device 1. Such as the 
frequency at which tissue monitoring should occur. The inter 
nal antenna 66 may be used to transmit data signals regarding 
tissue conditions to the external antenna 64 for communica 
tion with the monitoring system 22. 
0072 FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing components of 
one embodiment of the implantable device 1, which may be 
used. In one embodiment, the implantable device 1 may be set 
to acquire sensor measurements from the tissues 100/102 at 
preselected periods of time (such as at about 1-hour intervals) 
throughout the physician designated monitoring period. The 
device 1 may include a timer 68 including a pre-set interval at 
which a sensor driver 70 may be activated to obtain data via 
sensors 12/14. The sensor measurements or processed data 
may be saved into a memory 72 (such as a nonvolatile 
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memory) within the housing 10 until requested by the moni 
toring system 22. To retrieve the stored information from the 
implantable device 1, the external antenna 64 may be placed 
near the body surface proximate to the location of the 
implanted device 1 (see FIG.3). The external antenna 64 may 
generate a coded magnetic field that is transmitted through 
the body and detected by the internal antenna 66. The signal 
received by the internal antenna 66 may communicate with a 
receiver 74, which may resultin: (1) acquiring a measurement 
from the tissues 100/102, and (2) transmitting the present and 
perhaps previous measurements stored in the memory 72 to 
the monitoring system 22. The transmitted measurements 
may be received by the external antenna 64 which may be in 
communication with the monitoring system 22 and processed 
to determine the tissue condition. A transmit on-demand data 
transfer protocol may allow the implanted device 1 to con 
serve power while minimizing the body exposure to unnec 
essary electromagnetic radiation. Under this transmit on-de 
mand data transfer protocol, the data may be transmitted only 
when the processor 24 detects an abnormality in the physi 
ological parameters measured by the sensors 12 and/or 14 
from the tissues 100 and/or 102. 
0073. The general principles of telemetry between internal 
devices and external components have been described. Such 
as in U.S. Pat. No. 5,193,539, issued Mar. 16, 1993 to Schul 
man et al., and incorporated herein by reference. 
0074. In one embodiment, the implanted device 1, may 
also include a processing system 24 for receiving information 
from a sensor 12/14, and processing information, at least in 
part, prior to transmitting the information to the monitoring 
system 22. 
0075 FIG. 8 depicts one embodiment of a monitoring 
system 22. In one embodiment of the invention, a system may 
include at least one implantable device 1 having sensors 12 
and 14 in communication with a monitoring system 22 that 
may include a processing system 24, a display 26, a coil driver 
and data transmitter 76 which, in addition to transmitting 
electromagnetic energy to power the implantable device 1 or 
recharge its battery, may direct the frequency and/or magni 
tude of signals to transmitting elements 46 and/or receive and 
detect information from sensors 12, and/or a recorder 78. The 
monitoring system 22 may also include an external antenna 
64 in communication with the implantable device 1. 
0076. The processing system 24 either within the implant 
able device or monitoring system may calculate the differ 
ence between values detected by the first and second sensing 
systems. 
0077. The monitoring system 22 may be configured so as 
to continuously obtain information regarding the condition of 
the organ or obtain information only at preselected intervals 
or on demand from a physician. In one embodiment of the 
invention, the recorder 78 may store acquired information for 
later retrieval and review. The recorder 78 may be a hard disk 
of a processor or computer, for example. Extended history 
(e.g., 7 days) of a given physiological parameter may be 
stored and later retrieved from the recorder 78, and displayed 
if desired. 
0078. The processing system 24 may include algorithms 
for comparing the difference between the physiological prop 
erty sensed by the first and second sensing systems. These 
differential measurements may improve the accuracy of the 
measurements, such as in monitoring for complications in 
hepatic perfusion. For example, a lower than normal oxygen 
ation of the liver may not be indicative of problems in the 
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hepatic perfusion because the oxygenation of the whole body 
may be lower than normal due to respiratory and/or circula 
tory problems. However, if the oxygenation levels of the liver 
are lower than normal while the adjacent tissues are at normal 
oxygenation levels, then this is a real indication of reduced 
hepatic perfusion. 
007.9 The processing system 24 may include signal-pro 
cessing algorithms to automatically detect and alarm for 
abnormalities. Such as variations in the relative values 
between the tissue 100 and adjacent tissue 102. In one 
embodiment, the system may include an alarm which may be 
triggered when an abnormality is detected in a physiological 
parameter (relative to pre-set values) or when inadequate 
contact of sensors 12 to make a measurement. The system 
may include a manual preset of the alarm threshold. 
0080. In one embodiment of the invention, the processing 
system 24 may process the reflectance intensities received 
from the sensing system at about 540, 580 and 640 nm to 
determine if a reflectance sensor 12 is in optimal contact with 
an organ 100. FIG. 9 shows one example of the reflectance 
spectrum of white light from the Surface of a deoxygenated 
liver. For example, spectrum 200 may result from a reflec 
tance sensor 12 that is in good contact with the Surface of the 
liver. Spectra 210, 220 and 230 may result from a sensor 12 
that is not in contact with the liver. The processing system 24 
may evaluate the spectrum obtained, and communicate when 
a sensor 12 is not in good contact with tissue 100. 
I0081. The system may be configured to permit a physician 
to be able to review previously recorded data simultaneously 
while the monitoring system 22 is recording. The system may 
include a search feature, such that a physician may display the 
data segments where selected physiological information 
occurs, such as periods where abnormalities were detected 
(e.g., hypoxia or ischemia). 
I0082 FIGS. 10A-E are graphic representations of various 
modes of one embodiment of a display 26. In one embodi 
ment, the display 26 may include a touch-screen graphic user 
interface 82. For example, the interface 82 may permita user 
to select options, including but not limited to history review of 
the information detected for a selected parameter, review of 
abnormal conditions, select alarm option, freeze screen 
option, trace display option, Sample interval selection, dis 
play mode. In one embodiment, the physician may select an 
interval at which measurements are obtained from the tissue. 
This interval may vary, for example from about 1 to 60 min 
utes, such as about 5 minutes. 
I0083. The transmitting element 46 shown in FIGS. 4D 
may be for example a white or a multi-wavelength light 
emitting diode (LED) and the receiving elements 12 may be 
photodetectors with various optical filters to measure radia 
tion at preselected wavelength bands. The processing system 
24 may control the sensor driver 70 to activate the LED and 
simultaneously use the filtered photodetectors to measure the 
returned radiation. 
I0084. Alternatively, the receiving element 12 may be a 
single broadband photo detector Surrounded by an array of 
transmitting elements 46 which may be a light emitting diode 
(LED) with various emission wavelengths. The processing 
system 24 may control the sensor driver 70 to activate the 
LEDs sequentially or in various combinations to produce 
radiation at the wavelengths of interest. Simultaneously, the 
processing system 24 controls the sensor driver 70 to activate 
the broadband photo detector to measures the returned radia 
tion. 
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0085. In one embodiment, a measured spectrum of the 
light (such as diffusely reflected) may be corrected for dis 
tortions caused by the dark current, ambient light and/or 
spectral response of the system. The measured spectrum of 
the light may be processed by the processing system 24 
according to the known methods of diffuse reflectance spec 
troscopy (or transmission or fluorescence spectroscopy meth 
ods if applicable) for the measurement of the concentrations 
of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in an organ 
100. The spectral classification methods may include peak 
ratios, artificial neural networks (ANN), multiple linear 
regression (MLR), principal component regression (PCR). 
and partial least squares techniques (PLS). 
0.086. In one embodiment, standard methods for convert 
ing wavelength to visual red, green, blue (“RGB) may be 
used to regenerate a color corresponding to the spectra col 
lected from the organ 100 and/or adjacent tissue 102 for 
visualization on a display 26 of the monitoring system 22. 
The wavelength to color transformation formula and the color 
display algorithm values may be calibrated using colorimetry 
techniques to ensure that the displayed color is visually simi 
lar to the actual color of the tissues 100/102. 

0087. In one embodiment, spectral information obtained 
regarding the tissue 100 and adjacent tissue 102 may each be 
converted to a color index. Such as a number for visualization 
on a display 26 of the monitoring system 22. A numerical 
color index may be displayed to provide the physician with a 
quantitative color evaluation of the organ 100 and adjacent 
tissue 102. This may be advantageous at least in diagnosing 
tissue conditions, which affect the color of the organ 100, 
Such as jaundice and ischemia. The ratio or difference 
between the numerical number index of the tissue 100 and 
adjacent tissue 102 may also be displayed. 
0088 A display 26 may show information, for example in 
a graphical, numerical or color form to a physician of user 
selected physiological parameters including, but not limited 
to, tissue oxygenation, perfusion, temperature, coloration, pH 
and pressure. In FIG. 10A, for example, the display 26 may 
include a screen showing at least one selected parameter for 
an implantable device 1 positioned on the organ 100 (such as 
“1,” “2 or “3) over a selected time. In this example, oxy 
genation levels are shown graphically over time, and corre 
sponding patches of color of the organ 100 and Surrounding 
tissue 102 are depicted on a graphical symbol of the selected 
organ relative to the position of each implantable device 1. 
The color patch may be depicted as an annulus Surrounding 
the implantable device number from which the color is 
detected. 
I0089. In FIG. 10B, for example, the display 26 may 
include a screen showing a plurality of different parameters 
for a single implantable device 1 positioned between the 
organ 100 and adjacent tissue 102 over a selected time. In this 
example, oxygenation, perfusion and temperature levels are 
shown graphically over time, and the corresponding patch of 
color is depicted on a graphical symbol of the selected organ 
relative to the implantable device (e.g., “2) for which the 
information is being displayed. The color patch may be 
depicted as an annulus Surrounding the implantable device 
number from which the color is detected. A screen indicator 
may mark the implantable device number from which the 
displayed oxygenation, perfusion and temperature values 
were collected. The operator may select to display the param 
eters set of any implantable device 1 by simply clicking on the 
symbol of that implantable device on the touch screen. 
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0090 The physiological parameter detected by each 
implantable device (such as perfusion or oxygenation of the 
tissue at the location of each implantable device 1) may be 
visualized on a display 26 as percentage of predetermined 
normal values or the adjacent tissue values. The traces may 
depict the measurements obtained from tissue 100, adjacent 
tissue 102, or a ratio thereof. For example, the display 26 
shown in FIG. 10C displays the oxygenation traces of three 
implantable devices in various locations relative to the organ 
100 relative to adjacent tissue values. 
0091 FIG. 10D is a schematic depiction of one embodi 
ment of a display 26. In one embodiment, the physician may 
select to display different physiological parameters measured 
at each implantable device location, as shown in FIG. 12D. 
The display 26 may be configured such that multiple screen 
windows may be opened to display different implantable 
device locations at the same time. 
0092. The display 26 may include a movable implant 
shaped screen cursor that may be freely oriented on a graphi 
cal symbol of the human abdomen to show the physician the 
actual implant orientation inside the body. The implant 
shaped cursor may be manually oriented upon the application 
of the implant. 
0093. In one embodiment, an implantable device 1 may be 
placed in the proximity of an organ 100 which has been 
transplanted, such as a liver, kidney, Such that the housing 10 
having a sensor 12 is positioned over at least a portion of the 
organ 100. This embodiment may be advantageous at least in 
allowing a physician to monitor the condition of the trans 
planted organ from the time of Surgery through recovery to 
determine the condition of the organ 100. A physician may 
use information about the condition of the organ to decide if 
any further intervention, such as drug treatment (such as 
antibiotics or immunosuppressants) or retransplantation may 
be required. This method of monitoring may be advantageous 
at least in that it may minimize procedures to inspect the 
organ, enabling detection of organ dysfunction at an early 
stage, which may allow therapeutic intervention prior to 
reversible damage, increase implant Survival, decrease mor 
tality rate (from infection, organ rejection), decrease the num 
ber of organs used for retransplantation, and the additional 
risk and cost of retransplantation. 
0094. In use, an implantable device 1 may be placed 
within a body cavity proximate to a site of trauma or Surgery. 
To position an implantable device 1, a physician may, for 
example, create an incision through which the implantable 
device 1 may be implanted, such as via laparoscopic Surgery, 
upon or within a tissue. Alternatively, if the patient has been 
opened for Surgery, the implants may be positioned proximate 
to the Surgical site, upon or within a tissue, and the body 
closed around it. The implantable device 1 may be positioned 
upon an organ 100 or between tissues of interest 100/102, and 
may be positioned such that sensors 12 contact different 
regions of a tissue 100/102 until monitoring is no longer 
needed, at which time the implantable device 1 may be 
removed from the body. Monitoring from the device 1 may 
begin intraoperatively, continue post-operatively and cease 
when physician monitoring is no longer desired. 
(0095 While the specification describes particular 
embodiments of the present invention, those of ordinary skill 
can devise variations of the present invention without depart 
ing from the inventive concept. For example, it will be under 
stood that the invention may also comprise any combination 
of the embodiments described. 
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0096. Although now having described certain embodi 
ments of methods and implantable devices and system, it is to 
be understood that the concepts implicit in these embodi 
ments may be used in other embodiments as well. In short, the 
protection of this application is limited solely to the claims 
that now follow. 

We claim: 
1. An implantable system for monitoring the condition of a 

transplanted tissue within a patient's body comprising: 
a housing configured to be implanted between a first tissue 

and a second tissue within the patient's body, the hous 
ing including a first outer Surface configured to rest 
against the first tissue, and a second outer Surface oppo 
site from the first outer Surface, configured to rest against 
the second tissue; 

at least one anchor to stabilize the position of the housing 
within the body; 

a first sensing system proximate to the first Surface config 
ured to sense the physiological property of the first tis 
Sue: 

a second sensing system proximate to the second Surface 
configured to sense the physiological property of the 
second tissue; and 

a processing system in communication with the first and 
second sensing systems configured to compute a differ 
ence between the physiological property sensed by the 
first and the second sensing systems. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the anchor is a tie-loop. 
3. The system of claim 1, wherein the anchor is configured 

for insertion into a tissue. 
4. The system of claim 3, wherein the anchor is a needle. 
5. The system of claim 4, wherein the needle includes a 

beveled distal end. 
6. The system of claim 1, wherein the system includes at 

least two anchors. 
7. The system of claim 1, wherein the physiological prop 

erty sensed is selected from the group comprising: tempera 
ture, oxygenation, hemoglobin content, perfusion, pH, 
NADH levels, biochemical composition, drug concentration, 
turgidity and pressure. 
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8. The system of claim 1, wherein the processing system 
displays data regarding the difference between the informa 
tion received from the first and second sensing systems. 

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the processing system 
displays data regarding a relationship between the informa 
tion received from the first and second sensing systems. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the relationship is 
correlation. 

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the first and second 
sensing systems include optical fibers. 

12. The system of claim 1, wherein the first and the second 
sensing systems include at least one transmitting element 
configured to deliver energy to the tissue proximate to the first 
and second Surface. 

13. The system of claim 1, comprising a third sensing 
system configured to sense a second physiological property 
of tissue proximate to the housing that is different from the 
physiological property sensed by the first and second sensing 
systems. 

14. The system of claim 1, wherein at least portions of the 
first and second sensing systems are embedded within the 
housing behind material that is optically transparent. 

15. The system of claim 1, wherein the processing system 
is located within the housing. 

16. The system of claim 1, wherein the processing system 
is external to the patient. 

17. The system of claim 1, further including an antenna for 
receiving power. 

18. The system of claim 1, further including an antenna for 
transmitting signals. 

19. The system of claim 1, further including an antenna for 
receiving signals. 

20. The system of claim 1, wherein the first tissue is an 
implanted tissue. 

21. The system of claim 1, wherein the processing system 
determines that the condition of the first tissue is abnormal if 
the physiological property sensed by the first sensing system 
from the first tissue is abnormal and the physiological prop 
erty sensed by the second sensing system from the first tissue 
is normal. 


